The contribution of afferent signals from the liver to metabolic regulation during exercise.
The crucial role of the liver as the only organ to produce glucose used by skeletal muscle during exercise is well known. Since hepatic glucose production is central to blood glucose homeostasis during exercise, it has been postulated that the liver may inform the central nervous system and other organs of its diminishing capacity to produce glucose from glycogen, before blood glucose falls. The sensory role of the liver during exercise would be similar to its role in the control of food intake. As a consequence, the experimental approaches used to test the hypothesis that afferent signals from the liver contribute to metabolic regulation during exercise are inspired by those used to test the same hypothesis in the regulation of food intake. In the present review, two questions are addressed. The existing evidence for the liver's sensory influence on metabolic adjustments to exercise is first reviewed; the nature of the initiating stimuli for the afferent contribution of the liver to physical exercise is discussed thereafter. The hypothetical construct upon which rests the contribution of the liver's afferent signals to metabolic regulation during exercise is that a decrease in liver glycogen or a related metabolic intermediate is sensed by the liver, and the signal is transduced to the central nervous system, most likely through the afferent activity of the hepatic vagus nerve, where it contributes to the orchestration of the metabolic and hormonal responses to exercise. Support in favour of this construct comes mainly from the demonstration that sectioning of the hepatic vagus nerve attenuates the normal hormonal response to exercise. It seems that the liver-glucagon axis is particularly responsive to this reflex activation. In other respects, the hepatic mechanism responsible for linking the metabolic activity in the liver to an afferent signal capable of regulating the metabolic response to exercise remains speculative. Substrates or derivatives of substrate oxidation, energy-related compounds (ATP and Pi), or changes in cell volume may all be related to changes in transmembrane potential in the liver cell, which according to the "potentiostatic" theory would determine the afferent vagal activity.